Final Paper (of sorts)

As my intent upon joining this class was originally not based upon credits, but, instead, meant to test my own thinking, I thought that I might take this time to relay a most genuine letter of thanks. In gratitude, I wish to encourage your efforts, as you have helped to bolster mine. After forty-four months of relentless torment, my soul searched the answer to “Why?” Why was this aberrant system as it was, and why did no one care to change it? Your course, and your guidance of our own debate, helped to deepen my own comprehension. Your sincere endeavor, and purposeful drive, sent the string that I needed for grasping. Your earnest approach was refreshingly real – an anomaly, within these walls. At last, in the final four months of my sentence, I met someone not lost to submission. If only your insight.
AND HONEST REGARD, WERE EXTENDED THROUGHOUT OUR WHOLE SYSTEM,

I AM CONFIDENT THAT RIPPLING CHANGE WOULD OCCUR, AND EACH
WAVE BRING US CLOSER TO JUSTICE. IF ONLY...

I'M CONVINCED THAT THE BATTLE BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL IS
NOT WAGED IN EQUAL PARTS. THE GOOD ARE INDIFFERENT, PASSIVE IN
REGARD, EXCEPTING THE CLASH OF THE FEW. THOSE FEW INSPIRE OTHERS,
AND FIRM THEIR RESOLVE, GIVING THEM REASON TO BATTLE ON. PERHAPS
ONE DAY, ENOUGH PEOPLE WILL HAVE CAUGHT ON, AND WE'LL GAIN AT
LEAST A RIGHTING CHANCE. UNTIL THEN, I'LL KEEP SWINGING - EVERY
WAY I KNOW HOW. THANKS AGAIN, FOR REMINDING ME WHY.

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME AT ANY TIME, FOR ANYTHING.

IT'S THE LEAST I CAN DO, IN RETURN.